


Reframe / Engage
Mision 01:
Engaging in music production to accelerate 
a gamer’s sense of theatre and immersion!

I am Genuine underground 
Trance & gaming culture combined!

I Leveled UP in software QA
Allows me to assist dev squad with
their art.



Musical Skill Tree
Musical Skill Set: I am a songwriter and I use 
synths to make what we call trance music. If you’re 
reading this, you know the sound!

➔ Classically Trained
A decade on the piano with a stint of flute 
and a hint of violin.

➔ Equipped
With the knowhow to produce audio at a 
top shelf technical level.

➔ Target Locked
Active competitor in the trance community! 



Classically 
Trained / sound brings out the 
life in games.

Why it matters!
Many producers offer 
audio production but 
cannot understand the 
language of music. 
Thankfully that’s my 
primary language.

I studied music composition and theory 
under Robert Pellicani (NJ). He taught me 
how to control rhythm and grace by 
having me learn and perform jazz 
classics. No DJ performance ever hits the 
nerves like a piano recital! 



4x top 100 :::
Trance & 
Progressive
Beatport New Releases 
2017 / 2019 / 2020

Okay! But...So?
The same level of 
commitment required to 
chart goes into every 
piece of audio I create 
for your game. I’ve spent 
years learning the 
software and hardware 
available and continue 
to train in all aspects 
techno!



No join as spectate!
I’ll be with the team until 
the end! Let’s develop 
concepts, test them, 
rework and recompile! 
Late nights or early 
mornings on Discord are 
a norm when you got 
that groove in your soul!

Exist in Sound crafts your 
TRANCE THEMED 
Soundtrack & effects palette
for your video game

Menu and UI: Blips, bleeps, accepts 
& cancels of the world.

In Game: Ambience to Combat SFX 
accompany your visual message.

Soundtrack: A single tune, or many - 
wrapped around a custom theme 
based on your game design, vision 
and mission. I see you!



Dev talk

Dig the synth 
skills. 
MyndGamesUK, UK

The music gave 
my game the life 
it needed.
Revolve Pong Team, CA

Two Words, love 
it.
Last Bot Team, MN

Quotes for illustration purposes only



GLHF!
Can’t wait to assist you and your team with 
your soundtrack and effects!

For my social and to get in touch cruise to 
existinsound.com

Oh! And for more Exist in 
Sound, the release catalogue 
is on your streaming platform 
of choice!

https://www.existinsound.com/


enjoy underground.


